PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Oak Farm, Finches Avenue, Redheath, Herts, WD3 4LN

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION No
AREA
DESCRIPTION

HISTORY

In 1952 stables were converted to living accommodation as well as further single and
double story additions in 1992 and 1993.
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Refusal.

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Lodge to Goldingtons, Church End, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6HE

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Small one storey yellow brick lodge house at the entrance to the site of Goldingtons.
Slate roofed with a gabled entrance as well as bold chimneys.

HISTORY

Land in the Parish was owned by Peter de Goldington between 1236 and 1237, followed by
Grace de Goldington in 1245, with children and grandchildren subsequently holding the land
in later years. The building changed hands many times, and during William Kingsley’s reign
the farm’s name was changed to Bragnams in 1611. In 1842, this building was one of only
five residences that were not used as farm houses. Along with the village green being used
by film crews as a period setting, the mansion that is Goldingtons was used to film ‘Four
Weddings and a Funeral’. The field below Goldingtons faces south and is terraced. The
terraces suggest it may once have been a Roman vineyard or they may have been medieval
strip lynchets in the field.
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Unique design and bold character enhances the conservation area
Architectural interest and historical interest

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Commonwood House, Commonwood, Sarratt, Herts, WD4 9BA

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION No
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Built in a mock Tudor style from materials gathered from all over the country. Parts of the
exterior are redbrick and timber framed with other parts having a rendered textured finish.
The roof has several peaks which are likened to that of a Gambrel shape.

HISTORY

The house was completed in 1932, comprising materials from all over the country to
mimic a Tudor estate. Commonwood hosted several exiled Russians and Georgians
over the years at the height of Communism in the Soviet Union, including the
Russian diplomat Andro Gugushvili. People still travel from all over the world to visit
this building
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•
•

Features of architectural interest
Prominent building whose bold character enhances the landscape of the rural
area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Callipers Hall, Bucks Hill, Sarratt, Herts, WD4 9BP

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION No
AREA
DESCRIPTION

A Georgian country house that has undergone several alterations.

HISTORY

Dates from the mid 18th Century with some extensions, including the semi-circular
bays that are seen from the front of the property. A hipped roof was implemented to
replace the previous flat and parapet.
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•
•

Main representative of its era in this area
Impressive features that make this property distinctive from others in the
vicinity

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Clarendon Arms, Redhall Lane, Chandlers Cross, Herts, WD3 4LU

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION No
AREA
DESCRIPTION

2 storey 17th Century half-timbered Public House with a Mansard styled roof. There
are timbered canopies extended from the front of the property.

HISTORY

Currently undergoing refurbishment and extensions to include two storey side
extension and rear extensions in addition to landscaping modifications.
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Architectural interest-unusual roof design that is uncommon to the area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Mission Church, Redhall Lane, Chandlers Cross, Herts, WD3 4LU

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION No
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Corrugated iron structure similar to that of the Church of the Ascension. White
painted steel walls with tiled roof and dormers as well as a gabled entrance.

HISTORY
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•
•

Converse design
Landmark quality-distinct to the local area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

The Old Wheatsheaf, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BR

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Public House, along with Wheatsheaf cottages forms a cluster of 18th and 19th
Century buildings. Constructed from traditional flint with redbrick decorations and
quoins for structural support. Group value with Wheatsheaf cottages.

HISTORY

Former Public House. First floor extensions were carried out in late 1977.
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•

Group value with the Wheatsheaf Cottages
The redbrick and flint design adds richness to the conservation area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

1 & 2 Wheatsheaf Cottages, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BR

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Dated around 1850. Yellow brick and slate roofed houses. No. 1 had a 2 storey
extension in 1965 to include another bedroom and a garage, which can be seen by the
slightly different brickwork colour. A single storey rear extension occurred in 1983. The
unfortunate addition of a porch has detracted from the building’s original character.

HISTORY

The Wheatsheaf Cottages house Sarratt’s craftsmen. The majority of the village’s
craftsmen have lived at these addresses through generations which have served the
local people. A brushmaker resided at this address. In front of the Wheatsheaf
Cottages stands an iron bench paid for by the villagers-a memorial to the First World
War.
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•

Group value with the other Wheatsheaf Cottages and The Old Wheatsheaf
Alterations have disturbed these properties’ original designs and symmetrical
appearance

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

3 & 4 Wheatsheaf Cottages, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BR

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Built in 1781, this building’s original timber frames have been replaced with plastic
windows which do not share the same character as the timber originals. Different
style compared to other Wheatsheaf Cottages, constructed in red brick with an attic
in each property, as shown by the dormer windows. These dwellings have managed
to retain their appearance due to few external adjustments.

HISTORY

No. 3 had a single storey rear extension and the addition of a porch in 1985 (Ref
8/72/85) as well as other minor modifications. No. 4 has had similar alterations.
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•

Group value-with the other Wheatsheaf Cottages and the Old Wheatsheaf

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

5 Wheatsheaf Cottages, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BR

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Mid 19th Century, 2 storey red brick building with a slate roof. Recently had a 2
storey extension to the east. Unfortunately, a porch was erected at the front of this
property in 2004, which detracts from the original design and character.

HISTORY

A front porch was erected in 2004.
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•
•

Group value with the other Wheatsheaf Cottages and The Old Wheatsheaf
Terminates the conservation area of locally listed buildings at the north of The
Green

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Greenview Cottage, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Late 19th Century red brick and slate roof cottage. Similar style and construction to
Fairview and Woodyard Cottages. 2 storey end of terrace property.

HISTORY

Minor alterations to the house have occurred to incorporate a porch and
conservatory, but have been carefully built in redbrick so as to blend in with the
design of the house. Although the addition is evident, the change is not too
extravagant that it ruins its traditional look.
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•

Group Value with Fairview and Woodyard Cottages
Suitable example of a building from the Victorian era

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Fairview Cottage, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Late 19th Century red brick and slate roof cottage. Forms a group of similar cottages
along with Greenview and The Woodyard. Gabled front entrance; built in redbrick so
as to merge with the rest of the house.

HISTORY

The property has been fairly well preserved and unaltered, with the exception if a
single storey rear extension in late 2000. The extension cannot be seen from the
road and so does not directly affect the traditional outlook from The Green.
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•
•

Group value with Greenview and Woodyard Cottages
Well preserved Victorian building

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

The Woodyard, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Late 19th Century red brick, slate roofed cottage. This property was built at the same
time as Fairview and Greenview Cottages and therefore has an important group
value to be maintained.

HISTORY

Single storey rear extension to the property in 1999. With the extension located
away from the view of The Green so the Victorian image is conserved. However the
addition of a front porch in 1978 slightly detracts from the traditional outlook.
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•
•

Group value with Greenview and Fairview Cottages
Another good example of a well preserved Victorian property which has
experienced minimal alterations

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Vine Cottage, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Late 19th Century, yellow brick 2 storey cottage with a hipped slate roof. The front
entrance was altered in 1978 to include a gabled porch. Detached and separated
from road and footpath by a low level brick wall.

HISTORY

There have been no major external alterations at Vine Cottage that can be seen from
The Green. The addition of a porch in 1978 did not detract from the cottage’s image
because the materials that were used are similar to the original brickwork and so the
extension is not evident.
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Another well protected Victorian house that brings quality and variety to the
conservation area
Architectural interest-the design is unique to the local conservation area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

The Laurels, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Mid 19th Century detached cottage with a pyramidal slate roof. 2 storey, flint walls
and redbrick decoration to windows as well as quoins. Gabled front entrance.

HISTORY

There have been numerous adjustments and expansions to this property.
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•

The Laurels’ design is exclusive to Sarratt and its features are distinctive
This property has a similar design and layout to Atlantis, Roseleigh and St.
Amant

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Atlantis, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Mid 19th Century end of terrace cottage. Flint building, red brick detail around
windows and door. Quoins have been used here structural and decorative purposes.

HISTORY
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•
•

Group value-similar construction design to Roseleigh and St. Amant.
Architectural interest-use of quoins is uncommon around the rest of The
Green. Flint and brick buildings bring richness and diversity to the
conservation area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Roseleigh, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Mid 19th Century terraced cottage with tiled roof. Flint building, with red brick detail
around windows and door. Use of redbrick quoins.

HISTORY
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Group value with St. Amant and Atlantis-similar designs and dates of
construction
Flint and brick design contributes to a vast range of building types that can be
found in the area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

St Amant, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6BH

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Mid 19th Century 2 storey cottage with flint walls and red brick detail around windows,
door. Use of quoins. Slate roof. Gabled front entrance.

HISTORY

Addition of gabled porch at front of house in 1999 designed in flint with redbrick detail
to mingle with the exterior walls.
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Group value with Atlantis and Roseleigh; these 3 cottages add to the
assortment of building designs within the conservation area
Redbrick and flint design adds variety to the area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Victoria House, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6AY

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Built around 1900’s, this is a 2 storey property with pebbledash styled walls. Slate
roof. Locally listed for its group value. Also shares the nickname of ‘The White
House’.

HISTORY
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•

Original and unusual design from the Victorian era
Adds variety to the conservation area

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Ramilles, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6AY

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Built in 1863. 2 storey property. Front of house constructed from red brick, with the
other exterior walls having a pebbledash style. Tiled roof.

HISTORY
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Relatively unspoilt early Victorian house apart from the erection of a porch
Typical Victorian property

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

Sarratt Store & Post Office, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6AY

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Early 19th Century, 2 storey cottage converted into the Post Office Store. White
painted brick building with a hipped tiled roof and decoration to the 2nd storey
windows. But the bright white paint makes the property stand out in an area where
the buildings have a more discrete appearance.

HISTORY

There have been several alterations since the initial construction
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Function-imperative that the store is retained as the locals are dependent on
its services
Bright white colour is unsuitable for the conservation area where the
surrounding buildings are more conservative and of a traditional appearance.
The store can be seen from the opposite end of The Green

PROPERTY
ADDRESS

The Village Sweet Shop, The Green, Sarratt, Herts, WD3 6AY

WARD

Sarratt

CONSERVATION Yes
AREA
DESCRIPTION

Previously the village sweet shop, this building is now 2 privately owned homes. The
2 different stories are constructed in different brick types, showing that the property
once existed as a single storey property.

HISTORY

Built around 1900. The original ‘sweet shop sign’ is still present and is located at the
centre of the 2 properties.
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The original ‘Sweet Shop’ sign has remained, despite the conversion into 2
separate properties
The modern bright white doorframes are inappropriate and do not blend in
with the traditional materials

